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confusions of mortality, and to offer a clearer
understanding of the ultimate wisdom -- the
wisdom to live the rest of our days in full and
conscious harmony with the living earth. Martin
Goodman is a gifted storyteller who has infused I
Was Carlos Castaneda with literary verve and
humor. When, at their first encounter, an
incredulous Goodman confronts Castaneda with
reports of his recent death, Castaneda replies
wryly, “Details. . . mere details.” And so the
story begins.
Talking with Angels - Gitta Mallasz 1998
The true story of four young Hungarians seeking
inner direction at a time of outer upheaval, the
holocaust. The intense experience depicted in
this book provides them with new direction and
hope. In the darkest hours of World War II, these
friends, three of them Jewish, seek orientation
and meaning in their shattered lives. During
seventeen months, one of them, Hanna Dallos,
delivers oral messages which Gitta Mallasz and
Lili Strausz record in their notebooks. These
messages, or teachings as they came to be
known, end abruptly with the deportation of
Hanna and Lili to Ravensbrück in December of
1944. Gitta Mallasz, the only survivor of the
quartet, first published the notes in France in
1976. The dialogues document an extraordinary
light-filled spiritual resistance in the midst of
Nazi darkness and barbarous cruelty. Hanna
Dallos and Gitta Mallasz, both born in 1907,
became friends at the School of Applied Arts in
Budapest. Together with Hanna’s husband,
Joszef Kreutzer, they later established what
became a successful graphic arts atelier. The
three were soon joined by movement therapist

Rexology - Reginald Davis 2005-01-26
This book was twenty-years in the making. It ask
the question, "With all the different thoughts,
beliefs, religions, and sciences; how do you know
what path to follow in order to find selfactualization (The fulfillment of your total
potential), and spiritual-fulfillment (Having
values and beliefs, as to right and wrong, such
that you are willing to live or die for)?" This is a
book of esoteric knowledge. By definition, this is
knowledge of the few. However, if you can hear
and understand it may unlock your full potential.
It will help you to develop, or become more
aware of who, and what you truly are.
Sport und Yoga - Selvarajan Yesudian 1953
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series Library of Congress. Copyright Office 1957
Includes Part 1, Number 1 & 2: Books and
Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions
to Periodicals (January - December)
I Was Carlos Castaneda - Martin Goodman
2007-12-18
“A marvelous book with rich teachings that
particularly touch the heart of death -- and, thus,
life itself.”--Thom Hartmann, author of The Last
Hours of Ancient Sunlight Carlos Castaneda
comes back from the dead in a true-life spiritual
adventure story set in the French Pyrenees,
Machu Picchu, the Peruvian Amazon, and the
American Southwest. Four months after his
death, the world-renowned writer,
anthropologist, and mystic Carlos Castaneda
turns up in the French Pyrenees. He meets with
writer Martin Goodman. His purpose? To lead
Martin beyond the fear of death and the
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Lili Strausz. The dialogues presented in this
document took place between June of 1943 and
November of 1944 in Budaliget and
Budapest.Hanna and Lili died in Germany during
a prisoner transport and Joszef in a Hungarian
concentration camp in 1945. Gitta emigrated to
Paris in 1960, where she edited and published
the record of their experience. This document
has subsequently been translated and published
in numerous languages throughout the world.
Gitta Mallasz died in 1992 in France. Twenty
years later, she was honored as a ‘Righteous
Among the Nations’ by Yad Vashem for having
saved more than a hundred Jewish women and
children. I am deeply touched by the dialogues
with the angels. - Yehudi Menuhin I could read it
over and over again and never get tired of it.
Thank you, thank you, thank you for sharing this
book with me. - Elisabeth Kübler-Ross I feel as
though the message of the angels were
especially intended for me. It places me in touch
with Truth and enables me to hear the call more
clearly. The angels teach me how to view the
world through the inner smile. - Narciso Yepes
Routledge Library Editions: Yoga - Various
2021-03-29
This nine-volume set reprints valuable early
works introducing the philosophy and practices
of Yoga to a Western audience, and provides key
analysis by some of its leading practitioners.
Indian, Taoist and Buddhist yogas are examined,
and their relation to the West, including
Christianity.
Handbook of Hinduism in Europe (2 vols) 2020-07-27
The Handbook of Hinduism in Europe portrays
and analyses Hindu traditions in every country
in Europe. It presents the main Hindu
communities, religious groups, forms and
teachings present in the continent and shows
that Hinduism have become a major religion in
Europe.
The Concise Light on Yoga - B. K. S. Iyengar
1982

a clock and have difficulty unwinding? If any of
these characteristics apply to you, you need to
achieve peace of mind. HOW TO ACHIEVE
PEACE OF MIND is a powerful yet simple book
cram full of ways to slow down, mellow out, and
achieve peace of mind. With over 140 ways to
help you find this power, you can easily learn to
calm yourself, relax at will, improve your
relationships and outlook on life, and even add
years to your life. The authors have studied and
practiced hundreds of methods for attaining
inner peace and have collected the most
effective procedures in this book. The
techniques vary from bodywork to meditation,
visualizing to breathing, humor to prayer, and
many more in between. Regardless of your
source of stress, there is a technique here that
will work for you. Achieving peace of mind leads
to a more abundant life, and by incorporating
these techniques into your day-to-day life, you
too can obtain a true sense of calm. JERRY
DORSMAN, B.A.C., is a therapist and
administrator for Upper Bay Counseling and
Support Services, Inc., in Maryland, is the
author of numerous articles and books on selfimprovement, including the bestseller "How To
Quit Drinking Without AA." BOB DAVIS, M.A., is
a writer, certified yoga instructor, and stress
management therapist in Delaware.
The Station of No Station - Henry Bayman
2001-03-30
The teachings of Sufism, the mystical branch of
Islam, offer a startling resolution to many
contemporary problems. This book outlines the
main tenets of Sufism as taught by the Sufi
masters of Central Anatolia. A discussion of Sufi
psychology and its seven levels of selfhood
heralds the possibility of psychological evolution
for all human beings to higher stages of
consciousness. Using the promise of the Sufi
vision, the author builds a bridge between the
West and Islam.
The Ashtanga Yoga Collection - Richard
Freeman 2004-10-01
The breath and body move as one in the
Ashtanga Yoga tradition. This classical path
harnesses the power of the postures to reveal
the pure awareness, freedom, and depth of all
that is yoga. With The Ashtanga Yoga Collection,
celebrated teacher Richard Freeman masterfully
guides you through a precise union of breath,

Yoga and Health - Selvarajan Yesudian 1976
How to Achieve Peace of Mind - Jerry
Dorsman 2004-03
Stressed out? Losing your temper or sedating
yourself with alcohol? Always feel wound up like
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alignment, and flowing postures. An
indispensable resource for all student levels, this
boxed DVD set includes: An Introduction to
Ashtanga Yoga-Foundational techniques that
combine breath, movement, and meditation to
help you develop strength, flexibility, and selfobservation. Ashtanga Yoga: The Primary SeriesNearly 70 postures to "ignite your inner fire"
and awaken your nervous system to its natural,
vital state. Ashtanga Yoga: The Intermediate
Series-A dynamic flow of powerful postures that
create radiant health and joy, and spark
spontaneous moments of meditation.
Self-reliance Through Yoga - Selvarajan
Yesudian 1979

the larger practice of teaching yoga.
Current Catalog - National Library of Medicine
(U.S.) 1967
First multi-year cumulation covers six years:
1965-70.
Personal Balanced Scorecard - Hubert K.
Rampersad 2006-06-01
The Personal Balanced Scorecard (PBSC) is a
journey into the inner self, where values, hopes,
dreams and aspirations lie quietly waiting to be
discovered. Taking the journey as an individual
allows you to view your life objectively and
authentically as a whole person and provides a
roadmap of your dreams and aspirations
translated into manageable and measurable
milestones. As a part of the Total Performance
Scorecard (TPS) process which I introduced in
2003 in Total Performance Scorecard:
Redefining Management to Achieve Performance
with Integrity, and which has been translated
into more than 20 languages, the Personal
Balanced Scorecard can also be an effective way
for managers to coach others to achieve
integrity and alignment between work and life.
The benefit comes from changing individual
behavior in order to drive organizational
effectiveness, enhance performance, and
increase self-awareness, personal responsibility
and motivation. PBSC is an integral part of this
organic and holistic Total Performance
Scorecard process, which is an organizational
and cultural change tool and a method for
ongoing effectiveness. Its uniqueness lies in
aligning and a combination of Personal and
Organizational goals to result in Individual
Performance Plans for each employee. The focus
of this book is the PBSC portion, which
comprises a search for self-knowledge, selfdiscovery and self-mastery.
Yoga in Transformation - Karl Baier 2018
This volume explores aspects of yoga over a
period of about 2500 years. In its first part, it
investigates facets of the South Asian and
Tibetan traditions of yoga, such as the evolution
of posture practice, the relationship between
yoga and sex, yoga in the theistic context, the
influence of Buddhism on early yoga, and the
encounter of Islam with classical yoga. The
second part addresses aspects of modern
globalised yoga and its historical formation, as
for example the emergence of yoga in Viennese

Yoga Sequencing - Mark Stephens 2012-09-18
Yoga Sequencing: Designing Transformative
Yoga Classes presents the essential principles
and methods for planning and sequencing yoga
classes. Addressing one of the most popular
topics in the yoga profession, this book offers
sixty-seven model sequences of yoga poses
(asanas) that cover the broad range of yoga
student experience, including multiple
sequences for beginning, intermediate, and
advanced students; yoga for kids, teens, women
across the life cycle, and seniors; classes to
relieve depression and anxiety; and sequences
for each of the major chakras and ayurvedic
constitutions. Each sequence provides guidance
for teaching the different breathing (pranayama)
and meditation techniques that give yoga its
transformative power. Enhanced with over 2,000
instructional photos and an elaborate guide to
the constituent elements of over 150 yoga
asanas, the book draws equally from ancient
yoga philosophy and contemporary insights into
functional anatomy, biomechanics, and
kinesiology. The nuanced interrelationships
among asanas within and between the seven
asana families are explored and the anatomy of
opening and stabilizing each pose is explained
for sequences designed around specific needs
and intentions. A comprehensive appendix
includes a glossary of yoga-related terms, an
alphabetical asana index with thumbnail
photographs of each asana, a class planning
worksheet, representative sequences from
several popular styles of hatha yoga, and a list of
resources for further exploring sequencing and
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occultism, the integration of yoga and nature
cure in modern India, the eventisation of yoga in
a global setting, and the development of
Patañjali’s iconography. In keeping with the
current trend in yoga studies, the emphasis of
the volume is on the practice of yoga and its
theoretical underpinnings.
The Psychology of Yoga - Georg Feuerstein
2014-01-14
"Psychoanalysis itself and the lines of thought to
which it gives rise," said C. G. Jung, "are only a
beginner’s attempt compared to what is an
immemorial art in the East"—by which he was
referring to the millennia-old study of the mind
found in Yoga. That tradition was hardly known
in the West when the discipline of psychology
arose in the nineteenth century, but with the
passing of time the common ground between
Yoga and psychology has become ever more
apparent. Georg Feuerstein here uses a modern
psychological perspective to explore the ways
Hindu, Buddhist, and Jaina yogas have
traditionally regarded the mind and how it
works—and shows how that understanding can
enhance modern psychology in both theory and
practice.
Positioning Yoga - Sarah Strauss 2020-06-03
What is yoga? Stereotypical images of people
practicing this ancient art range from whitebearded Indian mystics chanting 'om' on
mountaintops to urban fitness fanatics contorted
into uncomfortable looking positions. We
recognize the name, but may not realize how the
set of ideas and practices known as yoga moved
from its birthplace on the Indian subcontinent to
become a global phenomenon. Positioning Yoga
considers how the recent development of yoga,
from its introduction to Western audiences by
the Indian Swami Vivekananda at the 1893
Parliament of the World's Religions in Chicago
through to the present day, has generated
specific forms of modern practice. Strauss takes
us on an illuminating journey from India to
Germany and America, and back again to India.
While acknowledging yogas point of origin,
Strauss explores how yogic practices and ideas
have been transformed when they cross cultural
boundaries.Yoga can be defined in many ways as
an attitude, a philosophic system, a set of
practices, a way of being in the world but its
definition is always located within a particular

historical context. What makes yoga
practitioners affiliated with Swami Sivanandas
Divine Life Society of Rishikesh, India - whether
they hail from India, North America, or Europe unique? What values around the world have
supported the surging popularity of yoga over
the past century? This absorbing book considers
how lifestyle values have made yoga a global
industry and shows how culture is produced and
disseminated across boundaries.
Rediscover Your Heart - Fred Matser 2010-09
Born into modest circumstances in the
Netherlands, Fred Matser went on to make
millions heading one of the largest real estate
development companies in Europe. Following an
extraordinary transcendental experience, Matser
set himself on a journey of personal discovery.
His global travels opened his heart and mind to
the needs of humanity and he has since spent his
life founding charities and supporting existing
organizations dedicated to improving the fields
of health, awareness, social change, and the
environment. Weaving humorous anecdotes with
heartrending tales of personal transformation
and hope, this is an inspirational tale of one
man's efforts to right the world's wrongs.
Yoga and Health - Selva Raja Yesudian 1966
Yoga Self-Taught - Andre Van Lysebeth
1999-11-01
It's like having a yoga teacher in your own
home! Van Lysebeth, with over 50 years
experience as a yoga instructor, describes more
than 200 exercises and postures, using over 100
photographs and numerous illustrations that
show both the right and wrong way to perform
them. Unlike other yoga books which show only
the completed posture, these illustrations show
the intermediate steps for attaining the final
postures. For beginning students, this classic
book is a perfect introduction to yoga.
Raja Yoga Or Mental Development - Yogi
Ramacharaka 2020-01-07
Thousands of years before the development of
Western social sciences of psychology,
philosophy, religious studies, etc., the yogis of
India, especially the branch of Raja Yoga, which
dealt with human mental faculty, pondered with
the same questions that today modern scientists
are involved in. The results of many of these
recent scientific developments clearly seem to
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be validating the premises of the Eastern
philosophy, especially the Yoga Philosophy. This
volume represents one of the best writings on
the essence of Raja Yoga. As such, this book will
be of interest to those looking for understanding
human psyche, philosophy, spirituality, and an
effective self help source in improving and
developing the quality of all aspects of their
lives. Last but not least, this volume of Raja Yoga
will assist those who are ready in experiencing a
glimpse of spiritual transcendence.
In Search of Stanislavsky’s Creative State on the
Stage - Gabriela Curpan 2021-04-13
This book rediscovers a spiritual way of
preparing the actor towards experiencing that
ineffable artistic creativity defined by Konstantin
Stanislavski as the creative state. Filtered
through the lens of his unaddressed Christian
Orthodox background, as well as his yogic or
Hindu interest, the practical work followed the
odyssey of the artist, from being oneself towards
becoming the character, being structured in
three major horizontal stages and developed on
another three vertical, interconnected levels.
Throughout the book, Gabriela Curpan aims to
question both the cartesian approach to acting
and the realist-psychological line, generally
viewed as the only features of Stanislavski’s
work. This book will be of great interest to
theatre and performance academics as well as
practitioners in the fields of acting and directing.
Yoga - SELVARAJAN. HAICH YESUDIAN
(ELISABETH.) 2020-06-24
In this book, first published in 1956, the two
authors, representatives of two different worlds
and two entirely different attitudes, explore the
wide domain of Eastern and Western philosophy.
They put forward the theory that it is in Yoga
that the two worlds meet.
The Science of Yoga - William J Broad
2012-02-07
Examines the health claims of modern yoga,
drawing on scientific and cultural research to
offer advice on how to recognize authentic yoga
practice and gain actual benefits.
Total Performance Scorecard - Hubert
Rampersad 2004-02-18
In the post-Enron climate corporate executives
are increasingly pressured to increase
productivity and create an ethical, trustworthy
organizational climate. 'Total Performance

Scorecard' introduces a concept of
organizational improvement and change
management that combines the Balanced
Scorecard model with the learning organization
theory. The TPS contains a personal balanced
scorecard, which is tied to an organizational
balanced scorecard. These scorecards reflect not
only performance goals but personal learning
and growth goals as well, and the organizational
scorecards also address organizational climate
issues. Continuous improvement, change
management, 360 degree feedback, and the
learning organization are theories that the TPS
makes use of in a very straightforward way. If
implemented, the TPS enables a company to tie
personal goals to organizational goals and tie
personal performance to organizational
performance, all within a culture that supports
integrity, personal growth, learning, and open
communication. Nirvana!
Yoga Week by Week - Selvarajan Yesudian 2009
Relax to Lose Weight - Melissa Martin
2010-04-01
You've Worked Too Hard -- Now Lose Weight the
Easy Way You've counted calories. You've
gorged yourself on protein, then on
carbohydrates. You've dieted on grapefruit,
chocolate and bananas. You've run around the
block for hours. You've attended weekly
meetings. You've wasted money on expensive
exercise machines. You've drunk gallons of
shakes. You've gulped a thousand pills. You've
eaten a thousand meal replacement bars. You've
kept a weight loss journal or blog. You've bought
tiny plates to make your food portions look big.
You've spent thousands of dollars on special
foods. You've stapled your ears. But you're still
overweight. Maybe you lost some pounds, but
regained that fat, and more. Now it's time to
stop working so hard to lose weight and try it
the easy way. Relax and Lose Weight It's the
only one combining the latest in nutrition, selfimage psychology, neuro-linguistic
programming, and the health benefits of two
"supplements" that are plentiful and free. No
jogging for miles. No jumping around to a cardio
DVD. No tedious diets. No special foods to buy.
No calories to count. No fighting your cravings.
21,000 words. Stop stressing out about your
weight. Relax and let your thin self loose.
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Therefore, scroll up and hit the Buy button right
now.
Selling Yoga - Andrea R. Jain 2015
Premodern and early modern yoga comprise
techniques with a wide range of aims, from
turning inward in quest of the true self, to
turning outward for divine union, to channeling
bodily energy in pursuit of sexual pleasure. Early
modern yoga also encompassed countercultural
beliefs and practices. In contrast, today, modern
yoga aims at the enhancement of the mind-body
complex but does so according to contemporary
dominant metaphysical, health, and fitness
paradigms. Consequently, yoga is now a part of
popular culture. In Selling Yoga, Andrea R. Jain
explores the popularization of yoga in the
context of late-twentieth-century consumer
culture. She departs from conventional
approaches by undermining essentialist
definitions of yoga as well as assumptions that
yoga underwent a linear trajectory of increasing
popularization. While some studies trivialize
popularized yoga systems by reducing them to
the mere commodification or corruption of what
is perceived as an otherwise fixed, authentic
system, Jain suggests that this dichotomy
oversimplifies the history of yoga as well as its
meanings for contemporary practitioners. By
discussing a wide array of modern yoga types,
from Iyengar Yoga to Bikram Yoga, Jain argues
that popularized yoga cannot be dismissed--that
it has a variety of religious meanings and
functions. Yoga brands destabilize the basic
utility of yoga commodities and assign to them
new meanings that represent the fulfillment of
self-developmental needs often deemed sacred
in contemporary consumer culture.
Raja-Yoga - Selvarajan Yesudian 1966

Yoga - Daren Callahan 2015-01-28
Millions of people practice some form of yoga,
but they often do so without a clear
understanding of its history, traditions, and
purposes. This comprehensive bibliography,
designed to assist researchers, practitioners,
and general readers in navigating the extensive
yoga literature, lists and comments upon
English–language yoga texts published since
1981. It includes entries for more than 2,400
scholarly as well as popular works, manuals,
original Sanskrit source text translations,
conference proceedings, doctoral dissertations,
and master’s theses. Entries are arranged
alphabetically by author for easy access, while
thorough author, title, and subject indexes will
help readers find books of interest.
Yoga: Uniting East and West - Selvarajan
Yesudian 2018-11-08
In this book, first published in 1956, the two
authors, representatives of two different worlds
and two entirely different attitudes, explore the
wide domain of Eastern and Western philosophy.
They put forward the theory that it is in Yoga
that the two worlds meet.
Modern Transnational Yoga - Hannah K.
Bartos 2021-03-23
This is the first book to address the social
organisation of modern yoga practice as a
primary focus of investigation and to undertake
a comparative analysis to explore why certain
styles of yoga have successfully transcended
geographical boundaries and endured over time,
whilst others have dwindled and failed. Using
fresh empirical data of the different ways in
which posture practice was disseminated
transnationally by Krishnamacharya, Sivananda
and their leading disciples, the book provides an
original perspective. The author draws upon
extensive archival research and numerous
fieldwork interviews in India and the UK to
consider how the field of yoga we experience
today was shaped by historic decisions about
how it was transmitted. The book examines the
specific ways in which a small group of yogis
organised their practices and practitioners to
popularise their styles of yoga to mainstream
audiences outside of India. It suggests that one
of the most overlooked contributions has been
that of Sivananda Saraswati (1887-1963) for
whom this study finds his early example acted as

The Everything Yoga Book - Cynthia Worby
2011-12-15
Everything - but everything - you ever wanted to
know about yoga. Designed for beginners, The
Everything Yoga Book - written by a noted
instructor - is the ideal aid to reducing stress,
getting into shape, or just feeling good. With
easy-to-follow instructions and hundreds of
photographs of poses, readers are given
everything they need to get started and to
incorporate yoga into their daily lives.
Raja Yoga - Selvarajan Yesudian 1980
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a cornerstone for the growth of posture practice.
Outlining how yoga practice is organised today
on the world stage, how leading brands fit into
the wider field of modern yoga practice and how
historical developments led to a mainstream
globalised practice, this book will be of interest
to researchers in the field of Yoga Studies,
Religious Studies, Hindu Studies, South Asian
History, Sociology and Organisational Studies.
SoulCollage - Seena B. Frost 2001-01-01
The 'SoulCollage' book gives you everything you
need to contact your intuition and create an
incredible deck of cards - one that has deep
personal meaning and which will help with life's
questions. Inside this book are many beautiful
examples of cards made by regular people, not
professional artists. Following the simple
'SoulCollage' directions, your hands move
fragments of cut-out magazine pictures around,
fitting them together in a surprising new way
and gluing them down on a card. Cards
containing the images you select - or the images
that select you - come straight through your
Soul, bypassing the mind. 'SoulCollage' is great
for use in art therapy as well. This book explains
- The easy steps for making and consulting the
cards; How to work with the language of
symbols, dreams, and archetypes; How to set the
mood so that even shy people can say what the
card is telling them; Ways to encourage inner
wisdom to bubble up and answer your deepest
questions.
Self Healing, Yoga & Destiny - Elisabeth
Haich 1983-05-01
Elisabeth Haich has become world famous for
her profound understanding of the human soul.
The Yoga schools she set up with Selvarajan
Yesudian, have become internationally
renowned. Designed to reconnect you with the
Divine, the concepts in this book explain the
attitudes necessary for the path back to ones
self. Based on many years personal experience,
the authors create an understanding of how to
realise the essential source of life. Learn
Elisabeth Haich and Yesudian's personal views
on: Love; Accidents; Suffering; Destiny; Black
and White Magic; Illness; Self Healing and

Transformation. A wealth of insightful
information is contained in this book to help you
gain an expanded view of your life and
consciousness.
Yoga Traveling - Beatrix Hauser 2013-06-22
This book focuses on yoga’s transcultural
dissemination in the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries. In the course of this process, the term
“yoga” has been associated with various
distinctive blends of mental and physical
exercises performed in order to achieve some
sort of improvement, whether understood in
terms of esotericism, fitness, self-actualization,
body aesthetics, or health care. The essays in
this volume explore some of the turning points in
yoga’s historico-spatial evolution and their
relevance to its current appeal. The authors
focus on central motivations, sites, and agents in
the spread of posture-based yoga as well as on
its successive (re-)interpretation and
diversification, addressing questions such as:
Why has yoga taken its various forms? How do
time and place influence its meanings, social
roles, and associated experiences? How does the
transfer into new settings affect the ways in
which yogic practice has been conceptualized as
a system, and on what basis is it still identified
as (Indian) yoga? The initial section of the
volume concentrates on the re-evaluation of
yoga in Indian and Western settings in the first
half of the twentieth century. The following
chapters link global discourses to particular
local settings and explore meaning production at
the micro-social level, taking Germany as the
focal site. The final part of the book focuses on
yoga advertising and consumption across
national, social, and discursive boundaries,
taking a closer look at transnational and
deterritorialized yoga markets, as well as at
various classes of mobile yoga practitioners.
The Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga Swami Vishnu Devananda 2011-02-23
Since 1960, more than 1 million people have
used this classic guide to tap the incredible
power of yoga. The attractive new edition, in a
new size, will appeal to a wide audience of
contemporary yoga students.
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